
MINOS & beyond 
 

MINOS Summary 
 
In its first year, the MINOS consortium has published 14 papers, 9 of them in high-impact 
journals (2 Nature, 3 Nature Physics, 4 Physical Review Letters). The consortium members 
presented more than 50 invited talks all over the world. In addition, MINOS has been 
highlighted by an invited presentation at the ICT conference in November 2008 in Lyon at 
the public FET Open session. The consortium has hosted numerous researchers at their 
home institution for collaboration and international scientific exchange. It should be 
emphasized that MINOS has been the worldwide first consortium on MOMS/NOMS research 
and has by now gathered an outstanding international reputation. MINOS has been used in 
several instances as a paradigm example for successful collaborative research in this field and 
has sparked other funding  efforts, in particular in the US and in Australia. 
 
In its second year, the MINOS consortium has published 20 papers, 6 of them in high-impact 
journals (1 Nature, 2 Applied Physics Letter, 3 Physical Review Letters). The consortium 
members presented more than 80 invited talks all over the world and several members have 
been honored with prizes and awards from international societies (e.g. Bessel Prize of the 
Alexander-von Humboldt Foundation, Feodor-Lynen Fellowship of the Alexander-von 
Humboldt Foundation; APART Fellowship of the Austrian Academy of Science). The 
consortium has hosted numerous researchers at their home institution for collaboration and 
international scientific exchange. It should be emphasized that MINOS has been the 
worldwide first consortium on MOMS/NOMS research and has by now gathered an 
outstanding international reputation. MINOS has been used in several instances as a paradigm 
example for successful collaborative research in this field and has sparked other funding 
efforts, in particular in the US and in Australia. 
 
In its third and final year, the MINOS consortium has published 18 papers, 8 of them in high-
impact journals (among them 2 Nature, 2 Nature Journals (Physics, Communications), 2 
Physical Review Letters). Consortium members have presented more than 100 invited talks 
all over the world. Several members have been honoured with national and international 
prizes and fellowships (3 Marie Curie Individual Fellowships, the NWO VICI award, a PhD 
Thesis prize by EPS, the “Award of Excellence” of the BMWF and the “Recognition Award 
for Science” of Lower Austria). Reacting to the still growing worldwide interest in the field of 
cavity optomechanics, the MINOS consortium has intensified its dissemination activities 
during the final year of the project. In parallel with a public exhibit at the FET 2011 
conference in Budapest MINOS has produced the movie clip “Optomechanics”, which 
introduces the scientific background and objectives of the MINOS project to a broad public 
audience. The movie is now hosted by the Qubit Lab’s YouTube Channel [1] and, since its 
upload in August 2011, is rapidly approaching 500 views. In addition, MINOS researchers are 
strongly involved in an introductory book on cavity optomechanics for students and 
researchers, which is currently being edited in collaboration with Springer publishing house. 



The book chapters will be written and edited by MINOS partners and by additional experts 
from the scientific community, and is expected to appear within 2012. 
 
 
 
Going Beyond MINOS … 
 

The MINOS research was laid out as a high-risk programme targeted at fundamental 
questions of micro- and nano-optomechanical systems (MOMS/NOMS). A clear objective of 
MINOS has been to establish MONS/NOMS as a new technology for ICT and QIPC and to 
open the door for future applications. This goal has been achieved to full extent. MINOS has 
not only substantially contributed to the current boom of MOMS/NOMS technology in 
several fields of research, both in the classical and in the quantum domain, in particular by 
being a strong trendsetter and by defining promising directions of research.  

The work of the MINOS consortium has also had a clear impact on the visibility of 
MOMS/NOMS research and accordingly attracted new researchers to the field all over the 
world. Since the forming of MINOS, the number of research groups working in Europe alone 
has increased by more than a factor of 5 (!) and a similar trend can be seen all around the 
world.  

The success of MINOS as a collaborating and information exchanging network of top 
researchers has also been one clear driving factor for the funding of other collaborative 
research efforts in this domain all over the world. In particular in the U.S. and in Australia 
dedicated multi-million dollar projects have been launched to enhance MOMS/NOMS 
research. 

In addition, by demonstrating the strong potential of MOMS/NOMS the MINOS research has 
certainly also increased the general interest in micro- and nanomechanical devices for the 
domain of ICT and QPIC, including the relevance for non-optical approaches such as electro- 
or magneto-mechanical systems. For QIPC, a particularly exciting aspect is the possibility of 
coherent mechanical light-matter interfaces, which by now has become one topic in one of the 
more mainstream ICT funding programs.  

Besides the reporting of many first proof-of-concept demonstrations and novel theoretical 
approaches in the field of MOMS/NOMS research during the last 3 years, a big achievement 
of the MINOS consortium has been to identify the challenges for future MOMS/NOMS 
devices to both become an indispensable element of ICT and QIPC technology and exploit 
their potential as novel tools for probing the foundations of physics. MINOS researchers 
have now started to target several new areas of research that have not been within the 
original scope of MINOS but have resulted directly from it. Funding for these activities 
may come from new FET activities and other national funding schemes. These future 
promising fields of research include: 

• Optomechanical Arrays: coupled optomechanical systems resemble a novel platform 
with to study collective phenomena in complex, interacting many-particle systems; areas 
of applications range from synchronization phenomena and information storage 



applications in the classical domain to coherent light-matter interfaces and the study of 
quantum many-body systems in the quantum domain. 

• Quantum optomechanical sensing: quantum optomechanical control enables new 
schemes to achieve mechanical sensing at and even beyond the standard quantum limit at 
almost arbitrary frequencies between a few Hz and a few GHz; this may lead to 
significant improvements for gravitational wave interferometry as well as for many 
optomechanical sensing techniques in biology and materials science. 

• Nonlinear optomechanics: Cavity optomechanical systems carry an intrinsic optical 
nonlinearity, which could serve as a new solid-state based tool for the manipulation of 
light; in the long run, such technology could provide an important backbone for chip-
based optical information processing, where in particular memories and nonlinearities are 
difficult to achieve; at the same time, this nonlinear regime may enable significant 
optomechanical interactions at the single-photon level, which is an important benchmark 
for quantum information processing applications. 

• Coherent mechanical frequency conversion: Optomechanical interactions allow for the 
high-fidelity interconversion and coherent manipulation of quantum states of radiation at 
very different wavelengths, in particular between the domains of microwave and optical 
radiation; this would allow to exploit the benefits of one domain by linking it directly to 
the other, for example microwave single-photon detection by upconversion to the optical 
domain or optical control over RF solid-state devices. 

• Mechanical hybrid quantum systems: It is clear by now that mechanical devices can 
serve as a universal transducer between otherwise incompatible quantum systems and 
hence can serve as an important element in future QIPC architectures; combination of 
MOMS/NOMS devices with other quantum systems such as optical and spin transitions 
in atoms or NV-systems, electronic qubits etc.    

• Optomechanical technologies: Since the start of MINOS many other MOMS/NOMS 
technologies have been developed around the world; a constant improvement to push the 
current state of the art and performance of these systems is important; depending on the 
wanted optomechanical parameters this may require the development of new fabrication 
technologies, e.g. to fabricate optomechanical crystals in diamond to achieve 
simultaneous coupling to NV-centers. Given the relatively large costs for fabrication it 
might be an interesting option to develop devices in a separate activity but seeded by 
parallel, ongoing physics-oriented research projects. 

• Fundamental tests of physics: Optomechanical devices provide a new platform to test 
quantum theory in hitherto unexplored (and previously unattainable) parameter regimes 
of size and mass; in particular, possible tests at the interface between quantum physics 
and gravity could provide important experimental input for the theoretical efforts at this 
fascinating and still unresolved boundary of contemporary physics. 

 


